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Introduction

The Riga event timers (ET) are computer-based instruments that measure time instants when input events (represented by electrical pulses) occur. The Riga ETs are based on the innovative DSP-based technology for event timing (proposed by Yuri Artyukh in 2001), which uses a generation of a specific analogue signal directly from input events with its following digitizing and processing. This novel technology allows to create the extreme precise and high-speed Event Timers having world-competitive performance characteristic and attractive price.

Riga ET modernization

During the last years the Riga ETs have obtained some advancements:

- Calibration of the internal interpolator provides the single-shot RMS resolution of less than 3 ps (Fig.1).
- Temperature compensation schematic provides this RMS stability in the wider temperature range (Fig.2).
- New USB2 interface provides 30 times higher measurement rate (Fig.3).
- The standard software package of ET provides both the local interaction with the device and network interaction for user application on the base of Client-Server model. This software is operable in all MS Windows systems. And now SpaceTech GmbH supposes the modernized Server and SLR application software for open Linux systems both for A032-ET and A033-ET with parallel interface.

The models A032-ET and modernized A033-ET are well known in ILRS community and are used in many SLR stations around the world. In 2011 under License Agreement the rights for manufacturing and distributing of A033-ET (and now for A033-ET/usb) are transferred to Eventech Ltd (Latvia). Today 62 devices and 12 ET modules are sold not only for SLR applications but also for Time Transfer by Laser Link, Gravimetry and Signal Analysis tasks.

Event Timer Daemon

The Event Timer Daemon (ETD) is a complete replacement for the ET Server software running on Linux. The ETD has been developed by SpaceTech based on the original ET Server software from developers of the Riga Event Timer and allows a seamless integration into existing SLR systems. After two years of operational experience and good performance results at the GFZ SLR station in Potsdam, Eventech decided to offer this Linux software also to other Riga Event Timer customers.

Features:
- Support for Event Timers A032 and A033 with parallel port
- Written in ANSI C/C++ for maximum portability
- Provides the same TCP/IP communication protocol as Windows ET software
- Compatible with all existing ET client software
- Shipped with C/C++ programming API for integration into customer
- Much more features

Support:
- Basic installation support included
- ET client software for performance and integration tests
- Programming API for rapid application development
- Extended software and embedded system support available upon request